
2 STANDARD AND USEFUL MISCELLANEOUS WORKS,

'AGAZIN (Le) Pittoresque Fonde et Publie par
M. A. Lachevabdiere Rédigé sous la direction de MM. Euryale 
Cazeaux et Edouard Charton, complete, from the commencement in 

1838 down to 1890, many thousand illustrations of subjects relating to 
Antiquity, Natural History, Architecture and Public Buildings, Topography, 
portraits, 58 vols, small folio, sewn, Paris, 14.50, 1838-1890. S

Exactly the Work for a good home where a knowledge of the French Language is either 
desired, known or spoken. Instruction >:nd Entertainment in the above Capital Lot go h and 
IN HAND.

Burton’s (Richard) Admirable Curiosities, Rarities andj
Wonders in England, Scotland and Ireland, being an Account of many Re 
markable Persons and Places, and likewise of Battles, Sieges, Earthquake!, 
Inundations, Thunders, Lightnings, Fires, Murders, and other Considerable* 
Occurrences and Accidents for several Hundred Years Past, with the Natural 
and Artificial Rarities in every Country, New Edition with additional 
woodcuts, portraits and a Copious Index, one of fifty copies printed on lauok 
paper, 4to, crimson morocco, gilt extra and gilt edges, 14 75, Westminster, 
1811. 6

^t rilAKO, History of England from the 
ujjjp first entrance of the Romans to the 

Establishment of William and Mary, 1688, 
with a complete index, (wo fine portraits by G. 
Virtue, after Kncller, stout folio, 1150 pages, 
calf, from the library, and has the red label of 
the Earl of Antrim on cover, 2.25, Tonson, 
1720. 7

8 Newcomb (Simon), The Right Ascensions 
of the Equatorial Fundamental Stars, and 
the corrections necessary to reduce the Right 
Ascensions of different catalogues to a mean 
Homogeneous System, 78 page*, 4to, sewn, 
50c, 1872.

9 Playfair’s (Prof.) Outlines of Natural 
Philosophy, 2 vols, 8vo, half calf, 75c, edition, 
1819.

10 Italy, with sketches of Spain and Port
ugal by the author of Vairek [W. 
Bkckfokd] 2 vols, 8to, half green morocco, 
top edges, gilt, 1.26, London, 1834.

11 Treadgold 8 (Thos.) Principles and 
Practice and Explanation of the Machinery 
of Locomotive Engines, in operation on the 
several lines of railway, also Stationary and 
Marine Engines, text and plates forming 
four large 4to vols, cloth, 2.26, 1851.

12 ------------ Another copy of Marine Engines
and Machinery, used in Steam Navigation, 
including Examples of British and American 
steam vessels, text and plates, 2 imp 4to 
vola, half calf, 1.25,1851.
The above, as well as many items In this cata

logue, will be interesting for all time, ae authors 
and others who write on the progressive history of 
mechanics, engineering, etc., are under the 
necessity of consulting these interesting and 
scarce old works. In short they may bo described 
as the Tools. Suoakek and Compasses of the 
Editor and Man of Science.

13 Burn (R. Scott) assisted by eminent authors 
and artists, Object Teaching, Sciences, 
Machines, and Processes Exhibited in and 
Described by 40 Large Sheet Drawings, 
with letterpress descriptions, royal folio, half 
morocco, also the Companion Handbook, 
consisting of Letterpress, Essays, Engravings 
and Woodcuts, 520 pp, crown 8vo, 2.25, 
A. Fullerton, 1869.
An excellent work and equally well adapted for 

the professor or teacher in the 'ass room or the 
library in the house. Contain! ig numerous large 
double engravings and many hundred Illustrations 
of botany tn all departments, to anatomy and 
the structure of the human body, natural history 
and zoology, matter and motion, mechanics, hydro
statics, hydraulics, water power, mechanism, 
pneumatics, steam engines and locomotives 
optics, the microscope, telescope, acoustics, 
electricity, galvanism and magnetism, geology und 
fossils, architecture, astronomy, Including the 
seasons, tides, constellât tone, chemistry, heat and 
crystallography, conchology and classification of 
shells, brick making and pottery, glass making 
cotton spinning and weaving, blackamlthlng and 
painting, flax and silk docks, lighthouses. There 
arc thousands of practical Illustrai Ions, which will 
aid the eye In oo operating with the mind, and 
furnish the student with Information of the most 
practical kind.
14 Observations made at the Magnetieal 

Meteorological Observatory, it Trinity College, 
Dublin, 1840-1850, 2 vols, imp 4to, cloth, 
Presentation volumes to Sir John F. W 
Herschel, 1.60, Dublin, 1865 69.

16 Cuvier’s Histoire Naturelle des Poisson*, 
tome, Vingt et Unième, 4to, sewn, 75c, Paris, 
1848.

16 Mémoires de la (Société Impériale de* 
Naturalistes de Moscou, tome quatrième, 4to, 
sewn, 75c, Moscou, 1818.

17 Astronomlscbe Arbeiteu des K. K. 
O rsdmeasungs• Bureau Ausgeluhrt unter der 
leitung des hofrathes Theodor V. Oppolzer, 
etc, 1, Band Lanoenbehtimmunobn, 161 
pages, 4to, sewn, 76c, Wein, 1889.


